
Graphics Drivers for MacOS 8
or  FrameBuffer Plugins

Graphics drivers for MacOS 8 follow the interface developed for the System 7.5.2 PCI release,
with only a few changes for MacOS 8. Within MacOS 8’s nomenclature, they are plugins to the
FrameBuffer family. Their execution environment is determined by the family, rather than the
generic Device Manager as in previous System releases. The plugin interface is currently
documented in “Designing PCI Cards and Drivers for Power Macintosh Computers” from
APDA.

The family provides a task for each usable plugin located, so that they run in their own privileged
context separate from the context of the caller. This is in contrast to the System 7.5 environment
where most graphics drivers would run synchronously on their caller’s thread. This makes it very
easy to support asynchronous operations, for example, games can now make async SetEntries()
calls and not lose the processor while the driver spins waiting for vertical blank. The task setup and
code to wrap the plugin entry point are contained in the family - the plugin needs no tasking
knowledge.
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Like all MacOS 8 I/O components, the plugins run in the kernel’s address space which is protected
from any user level ( application, toolbox etc.) access, and does not include the low memory
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globals used by the toolbox. In most cases, the parameters for a plugin call must be messaged to
the family’s server from the caller’s address space, which means the parameters’ location and size
must be known to the family so it arrange for them to be accessible to the plugin. Assuming that
the plugins and their callers follow the Apple defined calling conventions, the parameters are
known.

Compatibility with applications calling the driver through the device manager interface is provided
by maintaining a DRVR in the toolbox environment that is a “shim” layer to translate the driver
calls into calls to the FrameBuffer family. One consequence of this operation is that the entire
contents of the device manager parameter block are not seen by the plugin - the plugin PB is a
local, reconstructed version in kernel space. Plugins should only rely on seeing those fields
specified by the Designing PCI Cards and Drivers, Graphics Drivers chapter documentation.

The driver specific control and status calls, with csCode > 128, are handled through a different
mechanism that allows the plugin access to the caller’s address space, but only for synchronous
calls. This should only be used for compatibilty as it opens the potential for plugins to crash the
system if passed parameters containing invalid pointers from the caller. Pointers to critical kernel
structures aren’t writable by the user-level caller, but by passing them to the plugin the caller can
cause the plugin to overwrite them.There is a new private driver specific call interface designed to
be more friendly to MacOS 8 and allow asynchronous calls.

Detailed below are some changes and compatibility guidelines based on the new environment of
MacOS 8. Please consider this information preliminary, some of it will change before WWDC.

The GDX for MacOS 8 sample code has been updated to demonstrate many of these changes.

1.0 Follow the Rules

Most importantly, your plugin must follow the compatibility guidelines in the Designing PCI 
Cards and Drivers book. Any of the following will break under MacOS 8:

• accessing low memory will cause an access fault
• linking with Toolbox routines - eg. anything in InterfaceLib, StdCLib etc. will mean your 

plugin cannot be loaded under MacOS 8
• calling back ProcPtrs installed from application level code. The user level address space at 
any particular time is indeterminate, so calling a pointer to application code from the kernel 
execution level of I/O components can’t be valid.

1.1 Use Logical Addresses

Both NuBus and PCI follow the conventions of the Marconi system release with regard to 
obtaining the logical address for your hardware.

The “AAPL,address” property contains an array of logical addresses for each physical address in 
the “assigned-addresses” property, as before. One change for MacOS 8 is that these logical 
addresses WON’T be the same as the physical address, and may not have the same alignment as 
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the physical address. You are only guaranteed 4K page alignment.

For example, a PCI driver could, under Marconi, get the address of a sub-aperture 8Mb into its 
main aperture with code like

bigEndianAperture = mainAperture | 0x00800000;
should be:

bigEndianAperture = mainAperture + 0x00800000;

Under MacOS 8, mainAperture could have the value 0x55f00000, so the result of the OR is 
incorrect.

Note that the “assigned-addresses” property, and the values in PCI configuration space base 
address registers are physical addresses and cannot be used by software in MacOS 8 to access the 
hardware. The only valid way to get the logical address is from the  “AAPL,address” property.

The Sample code in Designing PCI Cards and Drivers, “Driver Initialization and Resource 
Verification” on page 145 can be used for both NuBus and PCI devices to correctly obtain the 
logical addresses for a cards hardware.

1.2 NuBus Address Spaces

NuBus uses the same definition for the “reg” and “assigned-addresses” properties as PCI, defined 
in the document “PCI Bus Binding to IEEE 1275-1994.” For NuBus cards, the Device Number 
field of the phys.hi cell is the slot number 0x9 through 0xE, the Bus and Function Numbers are 
zero, and the other fields are as defined for PCI. See the NuBus family documentation for more 
information.

OpenFirmware for NuBus will create default addresses in the “assigned-addresses” property 
describing both super and standard slot spaces. For example a card in slot B would have the 
following space assigned:

assigned-addresses      82005810 00000000 FB000000  00000000 01000000
      82005814 00000000 B0000000  00000000 10000000

As NuBus and PCI under MacOS 8 are so simliar, its very easy to use a common source base for 
hardware on both buses.

1.3 Busy Waiting for Delay

You should remove any busy waits using DelayForHardware(), which spin waits for the specified
time, unless absolutely necessary. It was necessary in System 7.5 as drivers could be called at
hardware interrupt level, but for MacOS 8 the calling environment will be dictated by the family
and will always be task level. This example code will do the right thing in both System 7.5 and
System 8:
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static void TemplateDoDelayFor(Duration duration)
{

AbsoluteTime delayTime; // the duration of delay in # ticks for 
// DelayForHardware()

if( CurrentExecutionLevel() >= kSecondaryInterruptLevel )
{

delayTime = DurationToAbsolute(duration);
DelayForHardware(delayTime);

} else {
DelayFor(duration);

}
}

The DelayUntil() function can be used for non busy delays of less than one microsecond.

1.4 Busy Waiting for Vertical Blank

It is required for some hardware that CLUT entries be set when there is no active video, to avoid
display artifacts. In System 7.5, this was achieved usually by busy waiting on a register bit. For
MacOS 8, a task blocking wait should be used to wait for the VBL. This will allow the system to
use the processor while your plugin task is blocked.

The VideoServicesLib for System 8 provides this functionality with the routine:

extern OSErr VSLWaitOnInterruptService(InterruptServiceIDType serviceID, 
Duration timeout);

which will wait from task level for a VSLDoInterruptService() call from interrupt level. Since 
your code should already be calling VSLDoInterruptService(), just adding a call to 
VSLWaitOnInterruptService() will provide a wait for VBL operation.

If the same code can be loaded by a System 7.5 system, it will be necessary to weak link on the 
System 8 only function, VSLWaitOnInterruptService().

1.5 Private Control and Status Calls

The System 7.5 graphics driver definition allows for plug-in specific calls to be passed by software
familiar with a particular piece of hardware. These are often used to pass information between the
driver and other pieces of vendor supplied software such as graphics acceleration, user interface
utilities etc.

Some uses of these calls may be achieved using a common code fragment that supplies global data
about the card to two services, eg. the FrameBuffer plugin and 2D Graphics Acceleration.

The FrameBuffer family can support the System 7.5 defined driver specific calls only
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synchronously. There is a new, preferred mechanism that will allow new code to utilize plugin
specific calls in a modern way, including asynchronously. The new interface describes explicitly
the data that must be addressed by the plugin in the caller’s address space, and the caller’s area for
data returned from the plugin. Only the data content specified can be addressed; for example
dereferencing a pointer that is passed into the plugin in the parameters is not possible.

A preliminary plugin interface definition follows, following the usual Graphics Driver control code
convention for parameters:

/* All fields are set by the caller */
struct VDPrivateSelectorDataRec {
/* Caller's parameters*/

LogicalAddress privateParameters;
/* Size of data sent from caller to driver*/

ByteCount privateParametersSize;

/* Caller's return area. Can be nil, or same as privateParameters.*/
LogicalAddress privateResults;

/* Size of data driver returns to caller. Can be nil, or same as
privateParametersSize.*/

ByteCount privateResultsSize;
};
typedef struct VDPrivateSelectorDataRec VDPrivateSelectorDataRec;

struct VDPrivateSelectorRec {
UInt32 reserved; /* Reserved (set to 0). */
VDPrivateSelectorDataRec data[1];

};
typedef struct VDPrivateSelectorRec VDPrivateSelectorRec;

From the caller’s point of view, the FrameBuffer family will make the parameters specified by the
privateParameters, privateParametersSize fields available to the plugin, and make sure any
data is returned from the plugin is stored in the buffer specified by privateResults,
privateResultsSize.

From the plugin’s point of view, it receives input parameters pointed to by privateParameters,
and can return parameters in the memory specified by privateResults.

The GDX Sample for MacOS 8 includes an example of the driver code to implement private calls
using this definition. An easy way to use the interface, shown in the example, is to set the
privateParameters and privateResults parameters to specify the same private parameter
structure. The plugin can then modify these in place and the caller will see the results on return
from the call.

The sample code also shows the expected use of a selector field in the caller’s parameters to switch
to any number of plugin specific calls.
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The same parameter specification can work under System 7.5, in this case the plugin is using the
same fields to access the caller’s parameters directly.

1.6 PCI OpenFimware Drivers

PCI graphics cards should be supported by OpenFirmware output drivers, as MacOS 8 WILL 
utilize these to display progress information and error messages during the booting process. They 
are also used to provide the user with boot time options such as selecting which operating system 
to start.

With MacOS 8 it is possible to provide OpenFirmware drivers as disk based patches to any 
existing device. At this time the final packaging for these is not fully defined; for now the 
MacOSLoader will interpret any file of type TEXT in the Hardware Support folder as forth text to 
be evaluated.

1.7 NuBus OpenFimware Drivers

NuBus display cards can optionally supply OpenFirmware output drivers; they can be used on 
6100 / 7100 / 8100 class machines without OpenFirmware drivers as MacOS 8 will make use of 
the display setup by System 7 to display diagnostic and progress information.

As with PCI devices, NuBus cards can be provided with disk based OpenFirmware to provide 
property definition or driver functionality.

1.8 Sub Apertures

This section is still under development and should be considered preliminary.

OpenFirmware uses the “reg” property to define hardware address ranges on a card. 
Unfortunately, the “reg” property doesn’t contain enough information, and often does not 
accurately reflect the use of each sub-aperture of a card’s address space, as each each relocateable 
address range on a PCI card requires a config space register for the assigned base address.

For example, some PCI cards include registers and framebuffer memory in the same aperture, and 
the default NuBus mapping ( without card specific FCode ) just provides one large aperture for the 
entire card’s address area.

Devices should further describe their hardware address areas, by defining the 
SubApertureDescriptor property in their FCode. This information allows the definition of cache 
mode and usage for sub ranges of the apertures defined by the “reg” property. 

MacOS 8’s virtual addressing design makes it desirable to designate how each sub-area of the 
card’s aperture(s) will be used. The most important distinction is between hardware registers and 
framebuffer memory.
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Current PCI drivers are supported properly if they follow the rules in Designing PCI Cards and 
Drivers and define their cards address areas with FCode “reg” property definitions. If the FCode 
information is not correct the SubApertureDescriptor can be used to specify the right spaces.

struct SubApertureDescriptor {
UInt8 apertureNumber; // index into the "reg" property array
UInt8 cacheModes;
UInt16 options;

ByteCount apertureOffset;
ByteCount requestedLength;
ByteCount minimumLength;
ByteCount actualLength;

};
typedef struct SubApertureDescriptor SubApertureDescriptor;

// options
enum {

kApertureTypeMask = 0xff,
kApertureTypeRegisters = 0x00,
kApertureTypeMemory = 0x01,
kApertureTypeFramebuffer = 0x03,

 kApertureTypeUnknown = 0xff
};

// cacheModes - Kernel def'ns
enum {

kApertureCacheModeMask = 0x0f,
kApertureCacheModeFramebufferMask = 0xf0,
kApertureCacheModeFramebufferBit = 4

};

The property is an array of SubApertureDescriptor structures. Each entry describes one range of 
the card’s address space and is based on a “reg” property entry, so the areas are specified as an 
offset to the address ( physical or logical ) of the aperture. This doesn’t affect the logical address of 
the aperture, which is still described by the “AAPL,address” vector. Each SubApertureDescriptor 
just overlays some attributes on a portion of the aperture

The property, if it exists, must describe all the accessible ranges of the card - accesses outside of 
these ranges will result in exceptions.

The bus family ( eg. NuBus or PCI ) will create logical to physical memory mappings based on 
the values of the “assigned-adresses” property, with attributes specified by the 
SubApertureDescriptors.

The framebuffer area should not contain hardware registers or other protected resources. 
Generally, the kernel defined cacheMode field should be kProcessorCacheModeInhibited for 
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registers and kProcessorCacheModeWriteThrough for framebuffers and memory, unless your 
hardware has other needs. By defining cache modes in the SubApertureDescriptor, plugins can 
remove the need for SetProcessorCacheMode() calls on ranges of their aperture.
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